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Homework from GLEON 6
11 – 13 February 2008
Archbold Field Station

Steering Committee
- Identify and Launch key working groups
  - Being mindful of geographic and gender diversity.
  - Perhaps employ notion that if a person has one key responsibility, then let another take a lead.
- Data Sharing: Reconvene groups to review Operating Principles and Procedures
  - Wording on what is required of site membership (or add to extent possible)
  - NEED TO IDENTIFY LEAD FOR THIS
- Mission: Reconvene Group to review Mission statement (Previous mission group plus Tim, Cayelan, Justin, Kathie … Peter A agreed to convey this)
- Membership: (for subcommittee)
  - Expertise
  - Implement how to get put up site policies, share metadata
- Strategic Members
  - Given a decision on working groups, are there key sites we should seek to invite to join (getting input from working group heads)
- Next Meetings: Get specific Time/dates
  - GLEON 7:
    - Uppsala, Sweden
    - Stefan Bertilsson, Thorsten Blenckner
    - 29 September - 1 October 2008
    - [Suggestion based on GLEON 6 feedback] Organize workshop to take place immediately before the meeting. Some possible topics: student training in technology;
    - [Suggestion based on GLEON 6 feedback] Develop a meeting theme. One possibility could be… models that take advantage of lake sensor network data. This could be preparation for another workshop held at GLEON 8.
  - GLEON 8:
    - Hamilton, New Zealand
    - David Hamilton
    - February 2009 (2 – 4 February)
    - [Suggestion based on GLEON 6 feedback] Organize a workshop to take place immediately prior to the meeting. A possible topic: applying one of the off-the-shelf physical-water quality models to your lake.
  - GLEON 9:
    - Sunapee, New Hampshire USA
    - Kathie Weathers
    - October 2009
  - Proposal for GLEON 10: Kinneret Israel; Spring 2010
  - Generate other proposals …
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- WATERS RFI –
  - Assign group
  - Twist Pat B’s arm to start
- Publications
  - David Hamilton
- Williamson meeting
  - Report back on discussions about sending students
- Take up challenge from NSF on how to twist other (international governments or EU) funding agency arms for support of GLEON,

Graduate Students
- Follow-up on student support for Craig Williamson’s ASLO special session meeting (Tim, Paul, Cayelan)
- Support site exchanges group
  - Students will provide documents to the SC to review by late March
- Begin thinking about student workshops, perhaps coupled to upcoming GLEON meetings
- Figure out how we will bring students to GLEON VII
  - How much $/student? How will funding for international students work?
  - Will we bias applications towards previous GLEON student attendees?
  - Do we need to apply for more $ to support student attendance?

Working Groups
- Obtain Summaries from the five groups (Ask Marilyn to collect these). Groups are
  - O2, DOC, Microbes: Craig Williamson, Peter Staehr
  - Climate Forcing / Physical Modeling (now Climate and Mixing in lakes): Evelyn Gaiser, Trina McMahon
  - Domains of Control: Thorsten Blenckner, Don Pierson, Paul Hanson
  - Benthic Pelagic: Eric Jeppesen
  - IT: Barbara Benson, Ken Chiu
  - So What: Justin Brookes, Paul Hanson (Jon Cole – having a clear outline of the so what will be important for reaching the broader public; this definitely needs vetting to a larger group)

Other
- Get electronic copy (post on web) of the reasons to attend Meeting: Kathie Weathers
- Get money!!!
- Finalize and use video that is being produced – available 15 March … (at least short version). Opportunities for funding (of research and students), recruitment of grad students. Versions available at [http://video-jsoe.ucsd.edu/calit2/GLEON/](http://video-jsoe.ucsd.edu/calit2/GLEON/)
- [Based on feedback] Review GLEON Web site organization and content. We might consider a sub-committee to share the workload.
Data Base Issues
- How to get data on membership, on site lakes, from buoy’s under some common maintenance or administration (at UW?)

Deployment Group
- Document deployment (Tilak, Weathers) and post to Web site
- Capture effort on buoy types …
- Obtain deployment photos from Hilary Swain
- Organize next buoy or IM deployments. Sites that are in the queue: David Motta Marques (Brazil; March/April); Lauri Arvola (Finland; ??); Possibly Ireland (???)